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ChampINU

INTRODUCTION
With new ideas and projects
launching every day in the world of
cryptocurrencies, many ideas get
repetitive and may lack uniqueness.
Champinu plans to revolutionize the
Online Casino industry by introducing
unique and brand new games,
offering attractive bonuses and the
best possible user experience to make
customer acquisition easy.

All $CHAMPINU holders indirectly get a share of profits made with our casino
Champbet.io. Besides having some of the most rewarding token mechanics
and features, Champinu does also offer exclusive staking pools to NFT
holders.
Champinu aims to build a complete and growing Ecosystem which provides
real utility and real revenue which flows back into the token. We will publish
the financial statements of our Casino (Champbet) monthly, the buyback
and burn event takes place the same day. We focus on providing full
transparency to our community through every step of the project.
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ABOUT CHAMPINU
The Champinu Ecosystem is a community driven Project,
with branches in the Metaverse and Casino industry.
Champinu is building the world's first Community-owned
Casino. With some of the most popular game modes
amongst gamblers, Champbet will also have unique
features to make customer acquisition more simple.
Besides having some attractive rakeback and VIP levels
on the casino, there will also be unique game modes
which no other Casino has.

As for the NFT aspect of ChampInu, we have revealed our first NFTs (more to
come soon), these NFTs can be traded, bought, sold and even staked!
We will have some exclusive staking pools which are only accessible for
Champ NFT Holders (learn more on page 8). By being a Champ NFT holder,
you can also get special bonuses and increased rakeback on our casino,
Champbet.io.
Our upcoming P2E Game will be a Metaverse-like universe in which Champs
can compete against each other playing different minigames and either
betting tokens or whole NFTs.
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ROULETTE GAME

Unlike the traditional Roulette table game, the Champbet Roulette game will
have 3 options to bet on:
Gray (2x payout)
Blue (2x payout)
Gold (14x payout)
There are in total numbers from 1 to 100, with there being a 7% chance of
hitting Gold and 46.5%~ for it to hit Gray or Blue.
On every round there is a 2% chance that the round turns into a Golden
Round. Multipliers are increased from 2x to 4x for gray and blue, and from 14x
to 28x for gold.
The traditional Roulette table game has a house edge of 2.7%, whereas our
Roulette game will have a house edge of just 1%.
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CRASH GAME

The Crash Game has gained massive popularity over the last few years, the
rules are simple:
The player will choose a bet and a winning goal. For example, $10
to win $25 (2.5x multiplier)
If the graph exceeds the players goal, the bet will automatically
be closed at a profit
If the player selects "0" as winning goal, he will be able to press
the Withdraw button whenever
If the graph "crashes" before the winning goal or a Withdraw takes
place, the player loses the bet
The chance of the graph crashing at 1.00x is at 1% which also means that the
house edge of the Crash game is 1%.
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CRASH GAME
All bets will be placed in USD, it will be possible to deposit $CHAMPINU,
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Solana, BNB, XRP and Dogecoin initially. More will follow.
50% of ALL Champbet generated profits, will be spent in buyback and burn
events of $CHAMPINU, the casino will underlie open source accounting.
Learn more at Champbet.io
Champbet is strictly 18+. Gamble responsibly.
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STAKING POOLS
The CHAMPINU staking pool is the main staking pool available to our
community. This staking pool has been designed to not only combat
inflationary pressures but also reward our investors for holding their tokens
over a prolonged period of time. With every buy or sale an X% is rewarded to
investors. To put it simply, if you purchase 100 tokens, X of these tokens will be
charged to reward stakeholders. Therefore, even though we promote trading,
it’s to the benefit of all users in the ecosystem to remain in this pool to benefit
from transactions in the network. Rewards removed from the staking pool, will
however not be charged with a fee. This will allow our investors to claim
rewards from the staking pool at their will with no strings attached.
Champinu will host trading competitions and similar events to create spikes
in volume in order to offer the best possible (sustainable) APR for staking pool
contributors. NFT staking pools will ONLY be available to Champ NFT holders!
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NFTS
CHAMP NFTS ARE PART OF THE CHAMPINU ECOSYSTEM:
NFT holders will be able to stake them on our Staking pool and join the
exclusive staking pools ONLY available to NFT holders.
Champ holders will also have additional benefits on our casino Champbet.io,
you can expect exclusive bonuses and also increased rakebacks on your
bets.
In our upcoming P2E game, you will also be able to play different sports-like
minigames and bet $CHAMPINU tokens or NFTs (You will need at least 1
Champ NFT to join betting pools against other players)
Champinu will work on releasing new NFTs every other week to meet demand
in a conservative way in order to not exhaust buyers and keep a stable price.
Champbet will contribute and help maintain a stable price floor of Champ
NFTs by using a percentage of its profits to buy Champs back in order to
give those away to VIP players or tournament winners.
Check out the exact NFT distribution and how to get them here:
https://champinu.io/getnft
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CHAMP NFTS
The Greatest

Rarity

Legendary

Baller Inu

Rarity

Epic

Supply 20

Supply 100

Utility

Utility

Exclusive staking pool

P2E Game, Champbet VIP Club.

Exclusive staking pool
P2E Game

Lionel Inu
More Champs and different
rarities will be released soon

Our staking pools yield a higher
APR based on the rarity of the
Champ since there are less in
circulation.

Rarity

Rare

Supply 500
Utility

Exclusive staking pool
P2E Game
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TOKENOMICS
Token Name:

Ticker:

Decimals:

ChampInu

$CHAMPINU
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Total Supply:

Supply Model:

1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 Quantrillion)

Deflationary

Chain:

Class:

Binance Smart Chain

Utility/Governance

Token Smart Contract Address:

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

2%

Burner Wallet

5%

15%

15%

Presale Tokens
36%

22%

Locked Liquidity Tokens
20%

36%

Staking Pool
22%
Pinksale fee

20%

2%
Team
5%
Transaction taxes: 7% Static rewards; 3% Marketing (+1% only on sales)
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AUDIT
The Champinu token contract has been audited by SpyWolf. The Audit report
can be found publicly on GitHub
https://champinu.io/audit

The purpose of the audit was to achieve the following
Ensure that the smart contract functions as intended
Identify potential security issues with the smart contract

LINK TO AUDIT REPORT
The Token Smart Contract has also been published and verified on BSCScan
and can be seen here:
https://bscscan.com/address/0x44C263E76814dCf9c710E992306c4FdfBfB0429D#code
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ROADMAP
Q1
2022

PROJECT
LAUNCH

WHITEPAPER

LOGO & WEBSITE
LAUNCH

Q2
2022

NFT
DISTRIBUTION

STAKING & FARMING EXCHANGE LISTING
POOLS

MARKETING PUSH

Q3
2022

COINGECKO & COINMARKETCAP
LISTING

MERCH

CONTESTS

CERTIK AUDIT

INFLUENCER
ONBOARDING

SPORTSBOOK LAUNCH

CHAMPBETO.IO
BETA LAUNCH

CHAMPBET.IO
FULL ROLLOUT

PLAY TO EARN GAME

NFT MARKETPLACE
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DISCLAIMER
All of the information contained in this white paper and on the website
(https://Champinu.io) is provided solely for educational purposes and should
not be construed as financial advice. Purchasing or trading
cryptocurrencies/digital assets is fraught with danger and uncertainty.
Viewers of this white paper should never put more money into
cryptocurrency than they can afford to lose. Before investing in this or any
other cryptocurrency project, the reader should always seek expert
investment advice.

LEARN MORE
https://twitter.com/ChampInuio
https://t.me/Champinu
https://champbet.io
https://champinu.io
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